
Lecture 4:

Political Agency and Public Finance

� The model is based on joint work with Michael Smart from the Uni-

versity of Toronto.

� Politicians are a mixture of good and bad

� Re-election is the core incentive available.

� Type, some policies and aspects of the environment is not observable.



Overview

� Tension between selection and incentives is key when you have moral
hazard and adverse selection.

� Constitutional and institutional changes have:

{ Direct e�ects

{ Political equilibrium e�ects

� Crude constitutional �xes are not easy to defend on welfare grounds
even in simple models.



The Model

� There are two time periods; in each, the politician in o�ce makes
decisions about government spending.

� Between periods, there is an election in which voters choose between
the incumbent and a challenger.

� In each period, the politician privately observes the unit cost � of
providing a public good: 2 fL;Hg; H > L, and Pr(� = H) = q:

� The incumbent chooses public good G and rent diversion s.



� Total spending is x = �G+ s: x 2 [0; X]

� Voters preferences: W (G; x) = G � C(x), where C is a strictly con-

vex.

� Politicians are \good" or \bad": i 2 fb; gg.

{ A good politician chooses G in each period to maximize the dis-

counted sum of voter welfare. He chooses

G�� = argmaxG� C(�G) (1)

Let x� = �G�� and maximal voter welfare is W
�
� .

{ x�L > x�H since C (�) is strictly convex.



{ Assume that X > x�L.

� Let

EW g (�) = qW g(H;�) + (1� q)W g(L; �):

be expected welfare from a good politician.



� { Bad politicians have lexicographic preferences over rents and voter

welfare. That is, they choose policies to maximize the expected

discounted value of rents diverted during their terms of o�ce, and

they choose G to maximize voter welfare among all choices that

yield maximal expected rents.



Timing:

� The types i 2 fg; bg of �rst-period incumbent and challenger are
independent draws from an identical distribution with Pr(i = g) = �.

� The incumbent then observes � and chooses G and s .

� Voters observes G and x prior to the election at the end of the �rst

period.

� In the second period, the politician then in o�ce again chooses G and

s given a fresh draw of �.



� Let �(G; x) be the probability that voters re-elect the incumbent when
observed performance is (G; x).

� Then the expected payo� to the bad politician of diverting rents

(s1; s2) in the two periods is s1 + ��(G; �G + s1)s2, where � < 1

is the discount factor.

� We look for a Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium (slightly re�ned).



Equilibrium

� Bad incumbents can restrain rent seeking to get re-elected.

� Let � = Pr(x = x�H j� = L; i = b) be the probability of restraint.

� When the cost shock is � = L, b can produce G�H units of the pub-

lic good and spend x�H , diverting ŝ � (H � L)G�H to private rent

consumption.



Proposition 0.1 Assume that ŝ(�) � S. Then:

1. A pooling equilibrium, with � = � = 1, exists if and only if q � 1
2 & ŝ �

(1� �)S

2. A hybrid equilibrium, with � = q=(1� q) and � = (S � ŝ)=(�S), exists if

and only if q < 1
2 & ŝ � (1� �)S

3. A separating equilibrium, with � = 0 and � = 1, exists if and only if

ŝ � (1� �)S



� The key observation is that

Pr(gjxH) =
�

� + (1� �)
(1�q)
q �

where
(1�q)
q � is the likelihood ratio associated with xH : the ratio of the

probability that xH was generated by a bad incumbent/ same thing for a

good incumbent.

� Note that the equilibrium strategies are independent of �.



� In a separating equilibrium { discipline is poor.

{ However, all bad incumbents are identi�ed as such.

� In a hybrid/pooling equilibrium { some bad politicians survive as they

mimic good ones

{ This improves discipline, but worsens selection.

� It is clear from this that the value of information in the agency rela-

tionship is ambiguous { full information could be better or worse than

perfect information.



� Equilibrium welfare

EW (�; �; �) = (1+�)W 0(�)+(1��)(1�q)��(�)+�(�2��)�(�) (2)

where:

�(�) =W g(H;�)�W b(�) (3)

�(�) = EW g(�)�W b(�) (4)

and

�2 � � = �(1� �)[q� + (1� q)(1� ��)] (5)

� �(�) { discipline e�ect



� �(�) { selection e�ect

� Di�erentiating (2) with respect to � yields:

@EW (�; �; �)

@�
= (1� q) (1� �) [� (�)� ����(�)] : (6)

� The sign of this depends on the magnitude of the discipline e�ect
(� (�)) and the selection e�ect (� (�)):

� A higher � (more discipline) is good for voters if � (�) > ���(�).



Agency Costs in Government

� Benevolent government: (1 + �)EW g(�) > 0.

� Welfare in the political equilibrium is:

(1 + �)EW g(�)�
h
EW g(�)�W b(�)

i
(1� �) (1 + � (1� �)) : (7)

� The criterion (1 + �)EW g(�) > 0 is too optimistic.



Pure Moral Hazard: A Comment

� Voters can \commit" to re-electing any incumbent who takes rents
below (1� �)S.

� Period one rents are always below S.

Proposition 0.2 Under pure moral hazard, every politician chooses a level

of public spending equal to G���
(1��)S

� and takes rents of s = (1� �)S.

All politicians are re-elected for sure.

� Voter welfare under pure moral hazard is



EW g (�)�  (1� �)X + �W b(�)

where  = q=H + (1� q)=L,

� Under moral hazard and adverse selection, it is

(1 + �)W b(�) + � (1 + �(2� �))
h
EW g (�)�W b(�)

i
:

in the case of a separating equilibrium.

� For small enough �, welfare is higher under pure moral hazard.

� As � tends to one, welfare is unambiguously higher when there is both
moral hazard and adverse selection.



Model delivers:

� Term limit e�ect

� A positive association between taxes and being removed from o�ce.



Restraining Government

� Key issue in the public choice literature is need to restraint government

� E�ect of restraints have two components:

{ Direct e�ect { lower taxes or whatever.

{ Indirect e�ects { changes the political equilibrium.



� Forms of Restraint which can be considered:

{ Increasing the costs of raising taxes:

� citizens' initiatives.

� tax competition.

� restriction of the use of tax instruments.



� { Direct restrictions

� Attempts to lower S.

� Restrictions on x.



� { Informational improvements:

� improving transparency.

� yardstick competition.



A Direct Restraint on the Size of Government

� A constitutional restriction on the size of government which lowers X,
the maximum tax level that the government can levy.

� Direct advantage of reducing the rent that a bad politician can extract.

� A tax limitation that leaves the behavior of the good politicians unal-
tered and does not change the political equilibrium is welfare improving

for the voters.

� However, to understand its impact fully, we also need to understand
how it a�ects the political equilibrium.



� This depends on the balance of discipline and selection e�ects.

� Lowering X increases the incentive of incumbents to pool, and so to

make the political equilibrium less informative.

� A tax limitation will be attractive when selection is less important than
discipline: ���(�) < �(�).

� True when � is small.

Thus, we have:



Proposition 0.3 (Besley and Smart (2003)) Suppose that a limit is im-

posed on the size of government (as measured by X). Then there exists

a �̂ such that voter welfare increases if � < �̂.



An Indirect Restraint: Transparency

� Three notions of transparency:

{ Information about the past records of incumbents which reveals
information about their underlying type, permitting voters to \pre-

screen" candidates and leading to an increase in �.

{ Information about the �scal outcomes: better observations of s
or, in a more general setting, better information about taxing and

spending.

{ Information about the cost of public spending (�)

� The only unambiguous case is transparency which raises �



� Suppose that, after the incumbent has chosen s1 and before the period
one election is held, the voter may learn about the true cost of public

services �.

� � is revealed with probability �; otherwise, no signal is received by the
voter.

{ The payo� when a bad politician pools with a good one is ŝ (�) +

(1� �)�X while, if he chooses to reveal his type, it is X.

{ Pooling is now worthwhile if and only if ŝ (�) > (1� (1� �)�)X,

a more stringent condition than in the absence of an informative

signal (see Proposition 3).

{ Moreover, pooling is less likely to be optimal the closer is � to one.



� Better information therefore tends to reduce discipline and increase
�rst-term rent seeking.

� It improves selection, as bad incumbents are less likely to survive re-
election.

� Assume q > 1=2, the only comparison is between pooling (� = 1) and

separation (� = 0).

� Evaluating welfare from ((2)) gives the di�erence between separating

and pooling equilibrium welfare as

(1� �)(1� q)(��� (�)��(�))



Proposition 0.4 (Besley and Smart (2003)) Suppose q > 1=2 and that

the voter receives an informative signal about the cost of providing public

goods. The signal improves voter welfare only if the selection e�ect of

elections dominates the discipline e�ect, i.e. ���(�) � �(�).



Tax Competition

� What happens if � goes up?

� An increase in � which leaves the political equilibrium unchanged is

always welfare decreasing.

� But an increase in � may sometimes be welfare improving because of
its e�ects on the political equilibrium.

� Observe:

{ Increasing � will make the political equilibrium more informative



{ This will worsen discipline, but improve selection.

{ A welfare improvement is possible if � is close enough to one.

� Any bad incumbent will likely be replaced by a good one.

� From an ex ante point of view, the likelihood of ill-discipline is

low.

Proposition 0.5 There exists a �� 2 (0; 1) such that intensi�cation of tax
competition (as represented by an increase in �) unambiguously reduces

voter welfare for all � < ��. For � � ��, an increase in tax compe-
tition which moves the equilibrium from hybrid or pooling to separating

may increase voter welfare if it induces a shift from a hybrid or pooling

equilibrium towards a separating equilibrium.



Public Debt

� A lot of the discussions in public choice and elsewhere have attached
particular signi�cance to the role of public debt and the agency prob-

lems which surround public debt.

� We begin by outlining a simple extension of our two period model to
incorporate government debt.

� Suppose that, after observing �1, the incumbent may issue debt D in

period 1, incurring a gross liability payable in period 2 for the gov-

ernment of R(D), where R(D) � D, and R is a strictly concave

function.



� Assume that �R0(0) = 1 so that (as we shall see) the role of debt

for a good government is merely to smooth taxation shocks between

periods.

� With the presence of debt, the government's budget constraints in the
two periods become

x1 = �1G1 + s1 �D

and

x2 = �2G2 + s2 +R (D) :

� The optimal �scal policy may again be solved by backward induction.
In period two:

G��2 = argmax fG� �C (�2G+R (D))g



� This implies that:

1 = �2�C
0 (�2G

�
�2 +R (D)) :

� Thus period two taxes will be equal to x�� with spending equal to
x��=� �R (D) =�.

� The period one level of public spending will solve:

G��1 = argmax fG� �C (�1G�D)g :

� The period one taxation is set equal to x�� with spending being G
�
� =

x��=� +D=�.



� Optimal debt:
1

�1
= � R0 (D (�1)) :

� Since �R0 (0) = 1, the model predicts that the government will run

a budget surplus when costs are high (D�H < 0) and a budget de�cit

when costs are low (D�L > 0) .



The Politics of Debt.

� Let �D be the highest level of debt that can be incurred in period one.

� A bad politician who decides to go-for-broke in period one will now

take rent equal to X + �D.

� At the same time, the amount of rent that he can extract by mimicking
a good incumbent with cost shock H is lower.

� A politician will exercise restraint is:

(H � L)

h
x�H +D�H

i
H

+ � [X �R (D�H)] � X + �D. (8)



Thus we have:

Proposition 0.6 Suppose that the government can raise resources though

both debt and taxation. Then, public debt reduces incumbent discipline.

More speci�cally, a pooling equilibrium with � = � = 1 exists if (8) holds.

The equilibrium is separating otherwise.

� The fact that debt leads to ill discipline motivates the observation that
the citizens would wish to impose a restriction on the de�cit that can

be raised.

� If the political equilibrium is pooling, then a relatively weak restriction

on debt �D > D�L, which does not change the political equilibrium,
must improve voter welfare.



{ It leaves equilibrium behavior for good incumbents and bad in-

cumbents in state L unchanged.

{ However, it reduces the long-run harm that bad incumbents can

do in state H.

Proposition 0.7 A cap on the size of the de�cit of �D which does not

change the political equilibrium raises voter welfare.



Yardstick Competition

� To extend the model to include yardstick comparisons, suppose now
that here are two identical jurisdictions, labeled \domestic" and \for-

eign";

� We focus on symmetric equilibria of the game among incumbents
and voters in the two jurisdictions, assume that the joint probability

distribution function of cost shocks Pr(�; �0) is symmetric, with

Pr(H;H) = Pr(L;L) =
�

2

Pr(H;L) = Pr(L;H) =
1� �

2

(9)



� Moreover, we work with the case where � > 1=2, so that cost shocks

in the two jurisdictions are positively correlated.

� Assume also that ŝ > (1 � �)X, so that a separating equilibrium

cannot exist.

� Since the marginal p.d.f. has q = Pr(� = H) = 1=2, it follows from

Proposition 3 that the unique equilibrium of the game without yard-

stick competition is one with pooling. We now show that, depending

on the value of �, both hybrid and pooling equilibria are possible with

yardstick competition.

� Voters may base their decision to re-elect the incumbent or not on
relative performance in the two jurisdictions.



� Let the probability of re-election in the domestic jurisdiction be �(x; x0)
when observed spending levels in the domestic and foreign jurisdictions

are x and x0 respectively.

� The voter's strategy involves yardstick competition when re-election
occurs with positive probability if spending is high in both jurisdictions,

but the probability of re-election is zero if domestic spending is high

and foreign spending is low.

{ �(xH ; xH) = � for some � > 0

{ �(xH ; xL) = 0.

� Let � denote the probability type (b; L) chooses s1 = ŝ.



� Assume that strategies are symmetric (� = �0),

� Then

Pr(xH ; xH jg) = �
�

2
+ (1� �)�

1� �

2

Pr(xH ; xH jb) = ��
1� �

2
+ (1� �)�2

�

2

(10)

� Then:

Pr(gjxH ; xH) =
�

� + (1� �) `(�; �; �)
(11)

(12)

`(�; �; �) =
Pr(xH ; xH jb)
Pr(xH ; xH jg)



where `(�; �; �) is the likelihood ratio that (xH ; xH) was generated by

a bad rather than good incumbent.

� A necessary and su�cient condition for an equilibrium with yardstick

competition to exist is that Pr(gjxH ; xL) < �, so that the voter prefers

to remove the incumbent from o�ce when domestic spending is high

and foreign spending is low.

Proposition 0.8 (Besley and Smart (2003)) Suppose that ŝ (�) > (1 �
�)X. Then voters use yardstick competition in equilibrium. A pooling

equilibrium exists if and only if � � 1=2, and a hybrid equilibrium exists if

and only if � < 1=2.

� Key observation:



{ The likelihood ratio `(�; �; �) is decreasing in �, as it depends on

the voter's assessment of the quality of the incumbent in the other

jurisdiction.

Proposition 0.9 (Besley and Smart (2003)) There exist parameters 0 <

~�a < ~�b < 1=2 such that voter welfare is lower when yardstick comparisons

are available than when they are not if � < ~�a, and the converse is true if

� > ~�b.

� Yardstick competition is welfare decreasing when politicians' reputa-
tions are poor because rents are increased with little advantage from

the improved information generated as most politicians who are kicked

out are replaced by an incumbent of the same type.



Testing the Model (Besley-Case)

� Let 
i (�� it;���it) = gain from re-electing the incumbent

� Let

Pr
n

i (�� it;���it) > �"it

o
= Ri (�� it;���it)

be the probability that the incumbent is re-elected (using a Probit

speci�cation)

� Let

V it (�it) = max� it

n
�i (� it � �it) +Ri (�� it;���it) �E

n
V it+1 (�it+1)

oo



� which yields:

�i = �
1
�"

�
�xit + 1�� it + 2���it

�"

�
� �E

n
V it+1 (�it+1)

o

� which is re-arranged to:

�� it = ��xit + ����it + �it:

� where � = 2
1
and �� = �

1
:

� So there are two equations:

{ probablility of defeat



{ tax setting equation














